PREPARING GIRLS FOR A BRIGHTER FUTURE

OUR GLOBAL IMPACT IN FY22/23

19,114 girls participated across 15 countries and territories

"I learned that I can overcome the obstacles that come my way in order to continue fighting with confidence to achieve my dreams."
America del Sur Region participant

"I am so thankful for the opportunities to have been bonded with such incredible female forces. I am excited to learn and grow from this experience"
Camino Real Region participant

GIRLS ARE EMPOWERED TO LIVE THEIR DREAMS

88%
feel more confident about their future success

87%
met professional role models

91%
created achievable goals for their future

89%
understand how their values can connect to possible careers

"I learned that setbacks are not failures. I will experience many setbacks in the future, but I want to take pride in my setbacks."
Japan Kita Region participant